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    Over 50 life insurance page 
    Get a quote in 60 seconds 



Guaranteed acceptance with no medical and a guaranteed cash payout for loved ones.
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    Guaranteed Inheritance Plan 
    Get your quick quote 



Life cover with a few health questions for a bigger guaranteed payout.
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    Equity release page 
    Try our calculator 



Release the money you need to enjoy the retirement you deserve.
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    Mini Money Tips hub 



Dozens of ways for everyone over 50 to save money everyday.
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    Get in touch 

        We'd like to help you as quickly as possible, click through to find out how to get in touch with us
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Protect your world, plan your future and enjoy lifelong peace of mind with SunLife
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	    How to make money in retirement

              Finance expert, Jasmine Birtles top tips and all the tricks for making easy money in retirement.

              Boost your income article



  Retired and in debt? Here's what you need to know...

  We've teamed up with James Daley, expert author and founder of Fairer Finance to help you find your path to debt freedom.

  Help with debts article 
 


              The cost of dying? It may surprise you

              We’ve been researching the cost of dying for 20 years. And prices continue to rise. See our latest report for UK funeral costs.

               Funeral costs article 



              How over 50s life insurance works

              Over 50 life insurance is an affordable type of life cover for anyone over 50. You pay a monthly premium and the policy pays out a cash lump sum when you die.
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The last words of the rich and famous

  Here's a selection of some of the most famous last words ever uttered to inspire you.

  Last words article



              What you should know before agreeing to early inheritance

              This guide tells you what you need to know if you’re thinking of giving some of your inheritance away early.
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              A simple guide to retirement – what you need to know

              Everything you need to know about retirement, at a glance. Our simple guide explains what you need to know about retirement planning and how to prepare.
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              Music to go out to –  most popular funeral songs

              We've listed the most popular funeral songs, including: uplifting songs, funeral songs for mum, dad or a friend, classical, unusual and modern funeral songs.
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              The price of a home in Britain then and now
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The UK’s Number 1

Proud to be the nation's favourite, proud to be highly rated by our customers and proud to support the British Heart Foundation.





































        
                    
                            
                                
                                
                                        
                                            Our roots go back over 200 years

SunLife’s history goes all the way back to 1810. In fact, we were the very first company to offer life insurance without a medical (something we still do today).
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Sources and information

SunLife is highly rated for customer experience on Feefo and Trustpilot.
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